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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

NEW YORK STATE DIVISION OF PAROLE 
ADMINISTRATION OF CONTRACT C000612  
CENTER FOR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
NEIGHBORHOOD WORK PROJECT PROGRAM 

 
SCOPE OF AUDIT 

 
he Division of Parole (Division) promotes and enhances public safety and 
protection by developing supervision and treatment plans for criminal 

offenders returning to the community.  The Division uses various not-for-profit 
organizations, such as the Center for Employment Opportunities (Center), to train 
and support inmates preparing for release. The Division’s contract with the 
Center (C000612) states the Center will provide parolees in the Neighborhood 
Work Project (NWP) program with transitional vocational job training and 
temporary job placement at work sites provided at various State and City 
agencies and at public authority facilities in New York City.   
 
According to the terms of Contract C000612 (October 1, 2001 - September 30, 
2003), the Division will reimburse the Center for actual and necessary NWP 
program expenses of no more than $10.5 million for the contract term, or $5.25 
million for each contract year.  The NWP program is set up as an internal service 
fund on the State accounting system, by which the Division reimburses the 
Center for NWP program costs, and then credits the fund for the program-related 
revenues it receives from agency customers to offset NWP program 
expenditures. Division records show that 2,300 parolees participated in the NWP 
program between October 1, 2001 and June 30, 2003.   
 
Our audit addressed the following questions about the Division’s administration 
of Contract C000612 for the period October 1, 2001 through June 30, 2003: 

 
• Did the Center provide the required contract services? 
• Was the Center reimbursed only for authorized and documented contract-

related expenses? 
• Did the Division effectively oversee the NWP program?  
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AUDIT OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

ur tests of Center personal service and other-than-personal service 
expenses during our audit scope period found that sampled Center 

reimbursements were accurate, and represented NWP program costs that were 
authorized and documented.  However, we also found the Center did not bill all 
the NWP program costs it incurred.  Also, while we found the Center was 
reimbursed for providing the required services, the Division did not identify 
specific measurement tools for program goals or deliverables in its contract with 
the Center, or monitor the contractor’s performance sufficiently, to make sure the 
State’s investment in this program produced acceptable results in terms of job 
placement for Division parolees.  
 
Our review of randomly selected samples of payroll transactions (both parolees 
and Center staff) and of other administrative costs the Center claimed for 
reimbursement between October 1, 2001 and June 30, 2003 found that claims 
were accurate and that expenses were program-related and allowable under the 
contract.  We found that ultimately the cost of the NWP program to the Division 
did not exceed its $5.25 million budget in either year.  However, while the 
Division requires the Center to keep program expenses within the contract 
budget, the Center did not include more than $420,000 in NWP program 
expenses on its September 2002 voucher to avoid exceeding the $5.25 million 
spending limit in the first year of the contract.  Thus, the Center effectively 
expanded the program without the express consent of the Division.  Further, 
while the Division requires that all third-party reimbursements to the Center, for 
expenses it incurred for NWP program operations, be included on its vouchers, 
the Center excluded as revenue direct payments of $707,139 that it received 
from certain public authority customers.  Thus, the Center could use such 
revenues to cover excess costs.  To reliably track NWP costs through the 
charge-back process, we recommend the Division ensure the contractor reports 
all expenses and revenues, and that all customers pay the Division directly for 
program services.  (See pp. 13-18) 
 
Contracts should state specific deliverables that identify program goals and the 
performance levels needed to achieve the goals. However, we found the 
Division’s contract with the Center does not identify NWP program goals, or state 
specific contract deliverables so the Division can monitor how well the contractor 
is doing in preparing parolees to obtain and hold jobs. Center statistics indicate 
that about 44 percent of parolees who enroll in the Center’s NWP program and 
complete 4 days of required training are placed in jobs, or achieve some other 
positive outcome. We recommend the Division revise its contract terms to state 
specific NWP program goals and deliverables; measure the contractor’s progress 
in meeting the goals; and then determine whether the contractor is providing 
cost-effective training and job placement for parolees. (See pp. 19-22) 
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COMMENTS OF DIVISION OFFICIALS 
 

ivision officials concurred with our recommendations indicating steps taken 
or underway to implement them. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Background 

he mission of the Division of Parole (Division) is to promote 
and enhance public safety and protection through the 

development and implementation of supervision and treatment 
plans for criminal offenders returning to the community. The 
Division makes inmate release determinations, establishes 
conditions for release, and supervises parolees when they are 
released.  The Division contracts with various not-for-profit 
organizations, such as the Center for Employment Opportunities 
(Center), to provide training and support for inmates who are 
preparing for release.  The Division’s contract with the Center 
(C000612) states that the Center is to provide parolees in the 
Neighborhood Work Project (NWP) program with transitional 
vocational job training and temporary placement services at 
available training and work sites.  According to Division and 
Center officials, the NWP program is designed to provide newly 
released parolees with a temporary source of income while 
helping them develop positive work skills and habits through on-
the-job experience. Work sites for NWP participants are 
provided at various State and City agencies and public authority 
facilities in New York City.  
 
Participants in the NWP program include both the parolees 
released from the Department of Correctional Services’ Shock 
Incarceration program (Shock) and the parolees released from 
the general prison population. Shock parolees, generally non-
violent first-time offenders who are considered good candidates 
for rehabilitation, are required to participate in the NWP program 
upon their release. Shock parolees released in New York City 
must report to the Center for program participation. When there 
are not enough Shock parolees to fill all the program slots 
available, the Center may fill remaining slots with regular 
parolees.  Division records show that 2,300 parolees 
participated in the NWP program during the period October 1, 
2001 through June 30, 2003.   
 
Contract C000612, which covers the period October 1, 2001 
through September 30, 2003, states the Division is to reimburse 
the Center on the basis of actual and necessary NWP program 
expenses of no more than $10.5 million for the contract term, or 
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$5.25 million in each contract year to cover parolee stipends 
and Center administrative costs.  The NWP program is set up 
as an internal service fund on the State accounting system. The 
Center and the Division agree to use a charge-back process, by 
which the Division reimburses the Center for the costs of 
completed service projects. The Division then deposits (or 
credits) to the fund all the program-related revenues it receives 
from agencies and public authorities to offset NWP program 
expenditures. Contract terms provide for Division monitoring of 
the propriety and accuracy of the Center’s claimed expenses by 
requiring the Center to submit cost reports, budget summaries 
and supporting records on a monthly basis.    

 

Audit Scope, Objectives and Methodology 
 

e audited selected aspects of the Division’s administration 
of its contract with the Center (Contract C000612) for the 

21-month period October 1, 2001 through June 30, 2003.  The 
objectives of our financial-related contract compliance audit 
were to determine whether: the Center was reimbursed for only 
authorized and documented contract-related expenses; the 
Center provided the required contract services; and the Division 
provided effective oversight for contractor performance.  To 
achieve our objectives, we reviewed the contract and 
associated documents, interviewed Division and Center officials 
and staff, and examined selected records maintained by the 
Center.  We also examined selected records maintained by the 
Division. 
 
We conducted our audit in accordance with government auditing 
standards generally accepted in the United States of America.  
Such standards require that we plan and perform our audit to 
adequately assess the operations that are included in our audit 
scope.  Further, these standards require that we understand the 
Division’s and the Center’s internal control structures and their 
compliance with those laws, rules and regulations that are 
relevant to the operations which are included in our audit scope.  
An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence-
supporting transactions recorded in the accounting and 
operating records and applying such other auditing procedures 
as we consider necessary in the circumstances.  An audit also 
includes assessing the estimates, judgments and decisions 
made by management.  We believe that our audit provides a 
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reasonable basis for our findings, conclusions and 
recommendations. 
 
In addition to being the State Auditor, the Comptroller performs 
certain other constitutionally and statutorily mandated duties as 
the chief fiscal officer of New York State, several of which are 
performed by the Division of State Services.  These include 
operating the State’s accounting system; preparing the State’s 
financial statements; and approving State contracts, refunds, 
and other payments.  In addition, the Comptroller appoints 
members to certain boards, commissions and public authorities, 
some of whom have minority voting rights.  These duties may 
be considered management functions for purposes of evaluating 
organizational independence under Generally Accepted 
Government Auditing Standards.  In our opinion, these 
management functions do not affect our ability to conduct 
independent audits of program performance. 
 

Internal Control and Compliance Summary 
 

ur consideration of the Division’s and Center’s internal 
control structures found that improvements are needed in 

the Center’s expense and revenue reporting process, and the 
Division’s oversight of contractor operations.   
 

Response of Division Officials 
 

e provided a draft copy of this report to Division officials for 
their review and comment. Their comments were 

considered in preparing this report, and are included as 
Appendix B.  Division officials concurred with our 
recommendations indicating steps taken or underway to 
implement them. 
 
Within 90 days after final release of this report, as required by 
Section 170 of the Executive Law, the Chairman of the Division 
of Parole shall report to the Governor, the State Comptroller, 
and the leaders of the Legislature and fiscal committees, 
advising what steps were taken to implement the 
recommendations contained herein, and where 
recommendations were not implemented, the reasons therefor. 
 

O 
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ADMINISTRATION OF NWP CONTRACT 

 
he Division contracts with the Center to provide parolees 
with job training and placement services in fulfillment of its 

mission to help newly released inmates obtain the skills they 
need to find and keep jobs. We found that, while the Center 
NWP program expenses we reviewed were accurate and 
properly supported, the Center did not comply with Division 
requirements to keep program expenses within the contract 
budget and to always report all program-related revenues in a 
timely manner.  While ultimately, the cost of the program to the 
Division did not exceed its $5.25 million budget in either year, 
the Center effectively expanded the program without the 
consent of the Division, and made available to itself revenues to 
cover the excess program costs.  Further, the Division’s contract 
does not clearly define NWP program goals or state specific 
deliverables – such as the number of parolee job placements 
the program should produce – to enable the Division to measure 
the contractor’s performance in training parolees and placing 
them in jobs. We conclude the Division should obtain complete 
NWP program cost data and regularly review program 
performance data to determine whether the Center’s NWP 
program produces satisfactory and cost-effective results for 
parolees and their communities. 
 

Program Expenses and Revenues 
 

ur audit of sampled personal service and other-than-
personal service (OTPS) expenses the Center claimed for 

reimbursement during 21 months of its two-year $10.5 million 
contract with the Division found that claims were accurate and 
that expenses were program-related and allowable under the 
contract. However, we also found the Center did not always 
adhere to the charge-back process specified in the contract that 
is intended to provide the Division with an accurate accounting 
of program costs and revenues.  The Center did not submit 
vouchers for certain NWP program expenses to avoid 
exceeding the $5.25 million spending limit in the first year of the 
contract.  Further, the Center did not always report, in a timely 
manner, all program-related revenues it received from agencies 
and public authorities that paid the Center, rather than the 
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Division, for NWP services.  To accurately account for the cost 
of NWP program operations, the Division should ensure that the 
Center reports all NWP program expenses and revenues, and 
that customers pay the Division for services performed. 
 

Expenses 
f the $10.5 million budgeted for the NWP program during 
the period October 2001 through September 2003, 

personal service expenses account for about $8.4 million (80 
percent); about half of this amount was paid to the program 
participants and the other half was salary expense for the 
Center’s 70 staff members.  OTPS and indirect costs accounted 
for the remaining $2.1 million in the contract budget. The 
contract requires the Center to submit cost reports, budget 
summaries and supporting records of all its program expenses 
on a monthly basis.    
 
The NWP contract classifies expenses into three categories: 
core, field and day labor.   Each category includes personal 
service and relevant OTPS costs. Core expenses comprise 
main office expenses, including management salaries, computer 
support and other operations. Field expenses include the costs 
associated with operating the actual NWP work sites, including 
supervisor salaries and supplies. Day labor expenses are 
primarily the daily wages paid to program participants.  
 
We reviewed randomly selected samples of personal service 
costs and OTPS costs claimed for reimbursement by the Center 
under the contract to verify that these costs were authorized and 
documented contract-related expenses.  As detailed below, our 
tests of both payroll transactions and OTPS costs during the 
period October 1, 2001 through June 30, 2003 found these 
costs were accurately billed to the Division and were program-
related. 
 

• Tests of 50 program participant payroll transactions, 
randomly selected from 68,471 transactions, showed 
that payroll amounts claimed ($1,522) were actually 
paid out, and were the same as amounts reported on 
Center claims.  
 

• Tests of salaries of the Center’s 70 staff (18 core staff 
and 52 field staff) found that total salaries paid during 
the first contract year were $2,309,226.  Tests of 
individual salaries for 13 randomly selected staff 
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members ($316,595) found salaries were accurately 
reported on Center claims. 

 
• Our review showed that there were a total of 3,594 

OTPS transactions during the audit period. Our review 
of 53 OTPS transactions totaling $139,500, selected 
judgmentally (based on dollar value) from the 1,041 
OTPS transactions that occurred during six randomly 
selected months, found these expenditures were for 
contract-related expenses and were properly accounted 
for. 

 
However, while all sampled expenses were properly recorded 
and program related, we found that total NWP program 
expenses exceeded the 2001 - 02 contract year maximum of 
$5.25 million, and that significant revenues generated through 
contract-related activities were not credited to the internal 
service fund account.  As a result, the Division, which should 
have ultimate control over NWP program expenses and 
complete first-hand knowledge of contract operations, did not 
have accurate information about the cost of operating the NWP 
program under this contract, nor the total number of 
participants. 
 
For example, in addition to expenses the Center claimed for 
reimbursement on the monthly vouchers it submitted to the 
Division’s central office in Albany, the Center also incurred 
program expenses totaling $420,224 for program work 
performed at facilities operated by the Port Authority of New 
York/New Jersey (Port Authority). The contract states that the 
Center is to report all program-related expenses and include 
such expenses on monthly vouchers it submits to the Division. 
However, since the inclusion of the $420,224 in expenses would 
have increased program costs to $5,670,224 for the contract 
year, the Center accounted for these expenses separately. The 
Center initially included, but later removed, the $420,224 claim 
from the September 2002 voucher; it also canceled a “below the 
line credit” for the same amount – funds the Center had 
received directly from the Port Authority. 
 
The cover letter that accompanied the September 2002 voucher 
stated that the Center had removed these expenses expressly 
“to ensure that we do not exceed NWP’s $5.25 million budget 
cap.”  Center officials went on to state they were reallocating 
certain expenses and related revenues to avoid exceeding the 
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budget limit.  The letter further notes the Center’s intention to 
omit all future Port Authority program expenses from the NWP 
vouchers for the remaining contract period. Because the Center 
was able to underreport NWP program expenses, the Division 
did not have accurate information about the real costs of the 
Center’s NWP program nor the full extent of parolee 
participation.  In essence, the contractor expanded the program 
without the express consent of the sponsoring State agency.  
Although our follow-up on the nature and support of these 
excess expenses found them all to be program related, this 
practice of unilaterally expanding program operations without 
the express approval of the Division could result in the eventual 
inappropriate use of program-related funds. 
 

Revenues 
evenues generated through the NWP program are 
designed to offset program costs.  The contract states that 

the Center and the Division agree to a charge-back process, in 
which the Division transfers the costs the Center incurs (as 
reimbursed by the Division) for completed NWP program work 
projects to agency and public authority customers. Entities that 
provide the work sites for the NWP program have agreed to 
reimburse the Division at predetermined rates.  During the audit 
period, the rate was about $100 per program participant man-
day.  This covers the cost of the participants’ wages along with 
a portion of the cost of operating the program.  The rates are set 
by the Division, with Division of Budget approval, and agreed to 
by the entities providing the work sites.   
 
We found that most agencies and public authorities pay the 
Division for NWP services, as the charge-back process 
anticipates, so the Division can offset these revenues against 
program costs.  However, the Division has not developed a 
charge-back arrangement with the Port Authority and New York 
City Housing Preservation and Development (HPD).  Thus, 
these entities paid the Center directly for NWP program work 
performed at their sites.  The Center then credited these 
payments, or a portion of the payment in one instance, against 
the vouchers it submitted to the Division to reduce expenses. 
However, in one case, the Center reported neither the expense 
nor the related revenue to the Division.  As a result, the Division 
did not include almost $1.6 million in revenues generated by 
NWP activities in the NWP program accounts.  As shown in 
Exhibit 1, Division records show that $6,504,076 in revenues 
were credited to the NWP program fund from the contract’s 
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inception through June 30, 2003.  However, after reviewing 
Center records that included other unrecorded revenue 
transactions, we determined that total program-related revenues 
for this 21-month period were actually $8,092,648.  The 
$1,588,572 in unreported revenues includes the following:  
$825,239 the Center received for work performed at HPD work 
sites; and $56,189, $420,224 and $286,915, respectively, for 
various NWP work projects performed for the Port Authority, 
and a minimal interest income of $5.   
 
The $825,239 in HPD funds and the $56,189 in Port Authority 
payments were reported as credits against expenditures on the 
corresponding vouchers, thereby reducing reported program 
expenses shown on the ledger, as well as underreporting 
revenues. As stated earlier, another payment from the Port 
Authority of $420,224 was initially shown as a credit on the 
Center’s September 2002 voucher, but was removed from the 
voucher along with the corresponding expense.  This action 
reduced billable contract expenses to the contract maximum of 
$5.25 million, and also allowed the revenues to go unrecorded 
in the service fund ledger. The Center also received Port 
Authority revenues totaling $286,915 after it had adjusted and 
submitted its September 2002 voucher. This amount comprised 
six payments for NWP work performed during the period July - 
December 2002.  Neither the revenues nor the related 
expenses were reported on subsequent vouchers.  No 
additional work was done at Port Authority sites after December 
2002.  (At the audit exit conference, the Center provided us with 
evidence that it reported the $286,915 to Parole in January 
2004.) 
 
Division contractors should not be able to selectively report 
program costs and revenues. When this occurs, there is a risk 
the contractor can spend more than budgeted amounts for 
personal service or other expenses or make inappropriate 
expenses and use unreported revenues to cover excess costs.  
 
The Division has a local contract administrator who visits project 
work sites, and is thus familiar with Center operations and 
program activities. To improve Division contract monitoring and 
to detect reporting omissions, the Division should arrange for 
this local administrator to process Center vouchers. Local 
oversight may also be helpful in alerting Center management to 
expenses that are running ahead of budget, so contractor 
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officials can limit spending and avoid exceeding the contract 
budget.  
 
The Division should also ensure there is a charge-back 
mechanism in place to provide for all agencies and public 
authorities to pay the Division (not the contractor) for NWP 
work.  With assurance that all NWP program expenses and 
revenues are reported, as required, the Division will have 
reliable and complete information about the cost of future NWP 
program operations.  Using this information and the program 
results data we discuss in the following section of this report, the 
Division can analyze both how much the program costs, and 
how well it performs in preparing parolees to hold everyday 
jobs. 
 
In response to our findings, Division officials stated they would 
meet with the Center and determine the necessary steps to 
ensure all program-related expenditures and revenues are 
reported through the service fund ledger.  Officials also stated 
they have already implemented a local voucher review function, 
and will determine whether any excess expenses or unreported 
revenues should be recovered from the Center.   
 

Recommendations 
 
1. Ensure contractors submit all NWP program-related 

expenses and revenues to the Division to ensure a 
proper accounting of the cost of the NWP program.   

 
2. Follow up on the $707,139 ($420,224 & $286,915) in 

unreported Port Authority revenues.  Considering the 
program-related effects of such expenses/revenues, and 
the newly increased legislative appropriation for this 
program, assess the viability/benefits of recovering this 
amount from the Center in accordance with the agreed 
upon charge-back process.  Document and provide OSC, 
the rationale behind whatever decision is reached.   

 
3. Require that local contract administrators oversee Center 

reporting practices and review Center vouchers before 
they are approved and paid by the Division.   
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PROGRAM PERFORMANCE 

 
ontracts should state specific deliverables that identify 
program goals and the performance levels needed to 

achieve the goals.  Specific deliverables can also serve as a 
guide for both the contractor, in fulfilling contract terms, and for 
the Division, in monitoring the contractor’s performance.  While 
we found the Center was reimbursed for providing the required 
services, the Division’s contract with the Center does not 
identify NWP program goals, or state specific contract 
deliverables so the Division can monitor how well the contractor 
is doing in preparing parolees to obtain and hold jobs.  The 
Division should revise its contract terms to state specific NWP 
program goals and deliverables, and then use these tools to 
measure progress in meeting the goals. In this way, the Division 
can determine whether the Center’s NWP program is an 
effective use of State monies because it produces an 
acceptable number of jobs for Division parolees.    
 
Appendix D of the Division’s contract with the Center describes 
the work performed by the contractor as “transitional vocational 
training,” and identifies the target population as “certain 
parolees and persons under community supervision.”  However, 
we found that the Division’s contract with the Center does not 
describe: 
 

• the objectives of the NWP program; 
• the meaning of transitional training or its components;  
• the work plan for the project; 
• the maximum time a participant can remain in the 

program; 
• the number of participants that must be enrolled; 
• the number of participants that must complete the 

program; or 
• how contractor performance will be assessed.  

 
Based on our discussions with Division and Center officials, we 
concluded that the program, as operated by the Center, is 
designed to provide newly released parolees with a temporary 
source of income while helping them develop positive work skills 
and habits through on-the-job experience. Participants’ abilities 
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and attitudes are assessed for placement in non-sponsored 
employment upon completion of the NWP program.  We were 
also told that the maximum length of time a participant may 
remain in the NWP program is 75 days.  
 
The above program information is not written in the contract or 
in any amendments or guidelines. When such essential 
information about program goals and participation limits is 
developed informally and is not stated in the contract, the 
Division has not clearly stated its expectations for the services 
performed by the contractor. When the contract does not state 
specific deliverables, such as the number of participants who 
complete the program or obtain and hold jobs after leaving the 
program, the Division has no means of measuring the outcomes 
of the contractor’s performance on the contract.  Subsequent to 
our audit field work, the contract was renewed and included 
provisions requiring the Center to provide monthly reports to the 
Division relevant to the NWP program.  These reports must 
include case-specific information related to referrals, 
placements and terminations from the NWP. 
 
Center officials told us that the NWP program runs in 
conjunction with another Division-contracted training program, 
the Vocational Development Program (VDP), for which they do 
report on program performance.  The VDP contract (C000613), 
provides for a variety of services (assessment; counseling; 
support services, as needed; and placement of NWP program 
participants) and training, including a four-day life skills training 
course that teaches participants the skills they need to obtain 
and retain a job. Participants must complete the VDP life skills 
training to participate in the NWP program.   
 
On reviewing the Center’s quarterly report to the Division for the 
VDP contract, for the period ending June 30, 2003, we found it 
does require certain contract goals, such as those for participant 
enrollment (1,150) and participant job placement (690).  We 
acknowledge that the VDP and NWP programs are companion 
programs, and that stated deliverables in the VDP contract can 
help the Division measure the Center’s performance in providing 
VDP services.  However, since the Division contracts and pays 
for NWP program services separately, the NWP contract should 
state program goals and deliverables relative to NWP program 
performance.  The Division should require the Center to report 
participant data, and then analyze this data to measure program 
accomplishments. 
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The Center maintains data that could be used to measure 
program performance.  For example, the Center’s program 
database includes data on participant outcomes, which are 
classified in three categories: positive (e.g. job placement); 
negative (participation ended for disciplinary reasons or failure 
to complete life skills class); or neutral (participation ended for 
health or other reasons) terminations.  The Center reports a 
success rate (positive terminations) for the VDP/NWP of 43.7 
percent for parolees who completed the required 4-day VDP 
training and the NWP program.  The remaining participants 
were either negatively or neutrally terminated or were still in the 
program as of June 2003.  However, since the contract does not 
state what positive outcome rate is expected, neither we nor 
Division managers can assess whether the Center’s rate is 
good, or even acceptable.   
 
Division officials should also obtain information about all aspects 
of the program’s performance to determine whether the Center 
is successful in training parolees and placing them in jobs. We 
found that certain Center operating statistics, had they been 
reported and analyzed by the Division, may have prompted 
Division officials to question the cost-effectiveness of the 
Center’s NWP program.  For example, while Center officials told 
us that participants are allowed to participate in the program at 
NWP work sites for 75 days, our review of Center statistics 
found that 232 participants worked in the NWP program sites for 
more than 75 days, and that some participants worked for as 
long as 236 days. 
 
To effectively monitor the Center’s performance, the Division 
should analyze program results data to properly assess the 
contractor’s performance in achieving NWP program goals.   
 
Division officials advised us that they have always considered 
the effective management of this contract to be a high priority.  
Officials advised us they will improve efforts to successfully 
oversee this contract, including developing a system of 
performance measurement guided by the contract’s work 
requirements and Division expectations.  
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Recommendations 

 
4. For any future similar contract awards, include provisions 

in the contract to address contractor program 
performance.  Such provisions should include, but not be 
limited to, the following: 

 
• the program’s general, as well as, specific goals; 
• a detailed work plan for the program that includes 

 elements such as work to be performed and the 
 number of clients served; and 

• contract deliverables, such as the numbers of 
 positive and negative terminations; the number of 
 contracts made with former participants; and job 
 retention data for former participants. 
 
5. Develop a system to measure NWP program 

performance that includes measurable goals and 
objectives. 

 
6. Use performance indicator data to monitor the results of 

the NWP program.  Analyze the cost effectiveness of the 
NWP program, as operated by the Center, in placing 
parolees in jobs in their community. 
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Cost of the NWP Program:   October 1, 2001 -  June 30, 2003 (Cash Basis) 

 
 

1  Interest income was minimal.   
 

 

October  
1, 2001 

 –  
September 

30, 2002 

October  
1, 2002  

–  
June  

30, 2003 

October  
1, 2001 

– 
June  

30, 2003 
NWP Expenses Reported     $5,250,000   $4,098,050 $9,348,050 
Add:  Expenses excluded on 9/02 voucher             420,224       420,224 
Total Program Expenses     $5,670,224   $4,098,050 $9,768,274 
    
NWP Revenues received by Division and 
credited to NWP fund account (cash basis)     $2,974,741   $3,529,335        $6,504,076 
Add: Payments received by CEO    
  Port Authority            56,189         56,189 
  HPD          473,795        351,444      825,239 
  Port Authority (excluded on 9/02 voucher)          420,224       420,224 
  Port Authority (received after submitting  
  9/02 voucher)      

 
       286,915      286,915 

  Interest income  1                     4                   1                 5 
Total Unreported Revenues        $950,212      $638,360 $1,588,572 
    
Total Program Revenues     $3,924,953   $4,167,695 $8,092,648 
    
Cost of NWP Program Operation     $1,745,271       ($69,645) $1,675,626 

Exhibit 1 
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